Brown Bag Lectures – Fall 2005

September 6  Usha and Rajmohan Gandhi
           “India’s 1947 Partition: Recovering Memories in Lahore”

September 13 Kevin Van Bladel
             “An Ancient Babylonian Tradition in Medieval Arabic and
             Persian Histories”
             Co-sponsored with the Department of the Classics

September 27 Behrooz Ghamari-Tabrizi
           “Democracy, Iranian Style! Lessons from the 2005 Presidential
           Election in Iran”

October 11  Sanjoy Bandopadhyay
           “An Indian Approach to Improvisation: Hindustani Raag Music”

October 25  Yossi Klein Halevi, Israeli Journalist
           “From Oslo to Gaza”
           Co-sponsored with the Jewish Studies Program

November 8  Mridula Ramanna
           “Health of Women in Colonial Bombay: Issues and Responses to
           Western Medicine”

November 29 Amita Sinha
           “Action Research in Conservation of 'Living' Heritage Sites in India”

Place: Lucy Ellis Lounge, 1080 Foreign Language Building
Time: 12:00pm – 1:00pm